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Description
Hi,
Just updated to 4.5.2 from 4.5.1 and the following PHP error occurs when I'm trying to retrieve/update extensions from remote
repository
[28-Feb-2011 09:08:40] PHP Fatal error: t3lib_div::require_once() [<a href='function.require'>function.require</a>]: Failed opening
required '/var/www/Bouvines/typo3/sysext/em/classes/exception/class.tx_em_mirrorxml_exception.php'
(include_path='.:/usr/share/php5:/usr/share/php5/PEAR') in /var/www/COMMON/typo3_src-4.5.2/t3lib/class.t3lib_div.php on line 5477
Also I got and error message in the backend (see the attachment).
Note : The problem doesn't occur on introduction package updated with the 4.5.2 source files.
(issue imported from #M17795)
History
#1 - 2011-02-28 11:41 - RVVN no-lastname-given
I also noticed that "Extension Manager Improvements" projet doesn't not appear anymore on the forge website. Why ?
#2 - 2011-02-28 12:02 - Steffen Kamper
fix is committed as follow-up to #25153
For forge issue tracker: read the release notes ;)
#3 - 2011-02-28 12:42 - RVVN no-lastname-given
Thanks Steffen, I skipped the release notes indeed :)
Regarding this bug, shouldn't it be fixed in 4.5.2 ?
Apparently it's not the same as 0017735 cause a file is missing in this case, not a class ^^
#4 - 2011-02-28 12:57 - Steffen Kamper
it's committed and will appear in 4.5.3 - try to test with svn.
You can checkout svn locally and save em as extension, use it locally in your other project for test
#5 - 2011-03-30 09:56 - Steffen Kamper
- Status changed from Accepted to Resolved
- Target version deleted (0)
#6 - 2018-10-02 12:21 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed
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